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		        	The greatest 
UX training event
 in Europe

					Join UX friends from all over the world for a one-of-a-kind learning experience. It’s 4 days to soak in new knowledge and strengthen your skillset.
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              Live and breathe UX under Lisbon’s sun
            

             
              
            

            
              
            

            
              
            

            
              After digging into new tools to tackle your challenges back at work,
soak your feet in a glorious beach or wander around centuries of history
            

            
            
           
            
          

        

      
      
		
        
        
	        
		        
		        
		            
		            
		                Learn with a world-class lineup

		                Hands-on workshops and inspiring talks will put you up-to-date with the latest UX trends and best practices. You’ll get back to work with a fully refreshed toolkit and spirit.
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          4 full days of a UX training plan
tailored by you
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	                		21

	                	
	                	
		                	Full-Day
Workshops
							This day offers you a greater deep-dive into a UX hot topic. You’ll have 2 different topics to choose from. 
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							Half-Day
Workshops
							From design, to research, strategy and content, our hands-on workshops cover multiple topics so you can build your ideal learning path.
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	                		24

	                	
	                	
		                	Talks Day
							Our UX experts will give you the extra boost of inspiration you need to face your own challenges back at work.

	                	

	                

					
                

              

            

            
              
              
            

          

            
          

        
      
      
		
	      
			
	        
				
					
					
						
					

					
					
						
					

            
					
						Connect with UXers from all over the world
in fun breaks and
side-events.
						
							Full Programme
						

		            

				

			

        
    	
    	
    	
        	
        	
	        
	        	
					
					
						Discover charming Lisbon while in town

						
							
								Exploring the city is the cherry on top your perfect conference experience. Lisbon is a budget-friendly and safe city, with a great year-round weather. You’ll love hoping on a tram ride up the hills, getting lost in the narrow, cobbled streets of downtown, and enjoying the stunning view in one of the many viewpoints.
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								Latest Articles

								
									Get some insider tips to get conference ready and enjoy a great time in the city.

									All Articles
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											There’s a before and an after AI — Start leveraging it in your daily design practice now 

											Sitting and watching the AI train go by, simply sticking to old methodologies, is not an option. The moment to start growing our AI skills is today. 

										

										
											Feb 26, 2024
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											Get ready for the European Accessibility Act

											The EAA is coming right up so at UXLx we want to equip you with the necessary tools to start addressing accessibility at your company (or continue the work if you’re already on it).
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				Don’t just take our 
word for it

				
					

					
						
						
					

				

			

		
		
	    
      
    
    
    
  